Abstract. We extend the applicability of the popular interior-penalty discontinuous Galerkin (dG) method discretizing advection-diffusion-reaction problems to meshes comprising extremely general, essentially arbitrarily-shaped element shapes. In particular, our analysis allows for curved element shapes, without the use of (iso-)parametric elemental maps. The feasibility of the method relies on the definition of a suitable choice of the discontinuity-penalization parameter, which turns out to be essentially independent on the particular element shape. A priori error bounds for the resulting method are given under very mild structural assumptions restricting the magnitude of the local curvature of element boundaries. Numerical experiments are also presented, indicating the practicality of the proposed approach.
Introduction
Recent years have witnessed a coordinated effort to generalize mesh concepts in the context of Galerkin/finite element methods; a key argument has been that more general-shaped elements/cells can potentially lead to computational complexity reduction. This effort has given rise to a number of recent approaches: mimetic finite difference methods [3] , virtual element methods [4, 5] , various discontinuous Galerkin approaches such as interior penalty [8] , hybridized DG [13] and the related hybridized high-order methods [23] . Earlier approaches involving non-polynomial approximation spaces, such as polygonal and other generalized fini1te element methods [27, 16] , have also been developed and used by the engineering community. All the above numerical frameworks allow for polygonal/polyhedral element shapes (henceforth, collectively termed as polytopic) of varying levels of generality.
The interior penalty discontinuous Galerkin (IP-dG) approach appears to allow for the highest generality with regard to element shapes/geometries when compared to the aforementioned families of methods. IP-dG methods for meshes consisting of polytopic elements with arbitrary number of faces have been developed and analysed [7] for elliptic problems, following earlier work on IP-dG methods on elements with arbitrarily small (but uniformly bounded) number of faces [9, 6] for advection-diffusion-reaction problems. We refer to our monograph for details on the admissible polygonal/polyhedral element shapes for IP-dG methods [8] . Recently, the applicability of IP-dG has been further generalised to include general curved elements designed to capture exactly interface geometries for Robin-type interface problems [11] .
Extending the developments from the aforementioned works, we are now concerned with the design of IP-dG methods on essentially arbitrarily polytopic and curve-shaped elements allowing, in particular, for curved element boundaries not exactly represented by (iso-)parametric element mappings. The setting can be viewed as the extension of the IP-dG method for polytopic elements with arbitrary number of faces per element to the 'Riemann-sum'-limit of curved lower dimensional manifolds. This is achieved by extending technical results developed in [11] to deal with internal curved interfaces to general curved element shapes, combined with ideas from the analysis of polytopic dG methods [8] . To highlight the meshgenerality of the proposed approach, we shall refer to the framework presented below as discontinuous Galerkin method on essentially arbitrarily-shaped elements (dG-EASE).
The stability and a priori error analysis proof for dG-EASE relies on inverse-type estimates for polynomials defined over curved elements admitting robust constants with respect to perturbations in the local element shape. To that end, upon defining an admissible set of curved element geometries, we shall prove new trace-type and H 1 − L 2 inverse estimates. Crucially, these new inverse estimates give the known general inverse estimates from [8] when restricted to planar-faced polytopic elements. These shape-robust inverse estimates allow for the determination of the, important for the method definition, discontinuity-penalization parameter and also for the proof of an inf-sup condition for an IP-dG method for equations with nonnegative characteristic form. The key underlying idea in these new inverse estimates is the use of stability of Lebesgue norms of polynomials with respect to elementshape perturbations. Further, extending best approximation results from [8] to the present setting, we arrive at hp-version explicit a priori error bounds for the dG-EASE approach. Therefore, the present work is a complete generalization to essentially arbitrarily-shaped (curved) elements of the stability and error analysis results presented in [8] .
The remainder of this work is organised as follows. Upon describing the advectiondiffusion-reaction model problem in Section 2, we introduce the hp-version interior penalty discontinuous Galerkin method in Section 3. We prove new inverse estimates in Section 4, along with the necessary hp-approximation results. In Section 5, we present the stability and a-priori error analysis. Finally, the performance of the dG methods is assessed in practice through a series of numerical experiments presented in Section 6.
Model problem
To highlight the versatility of dG-EASE, we consider the class of second-order partial differential equations with nonnegative characteristic form over an open bounded Lipschitz domain Ω in R d , d ≥ 1, with boundary ∂Ω. This class includes general advection-diffusion-reaction problems possibly of changing type, see, e.g., [8] . The model problem reads: find u ∈ V such that
for some suitable solution space V, and a = {a ij } d i,j=1 , symmetric with a ij ∈ L ∞ (Ω), so that at each x inΩ, we have
To supplement (2.1) with suitable boundary conditions, following [22] , we first subdivide the boundary ∂Ω into (2.3)
and ∂Ω\∂ 0 Ω with n = (n 1 , . . . , n d ) T denoting the unit outward normal vector to ∂Ω. Loosely speaking, we may think of ∂ 0 Ω as being the 'elliptic' portion of the boundary ∂Ω. We further split the 'hyperbolic' portion of the boundary ∂Ω\∂ 0 Ω, into inflow and outflow boundaries ∂ − Ω and ∂ + Ω, respectively, by 
It is physically reasonable to assume that b · n ≥ 0 on ∂Ω N , whenever ∂Ω N is nonempty; then, we impose the boundary conditions:
For an extension, allowing also for b · n < 0 on ∂Ω N , we refer to [10] . Additionally, we assume that there exists a positive constant γ 0 such that
For a proof of the well-posedness of (2.1), (2.5), subject to (2.6), we refer to [22, 21] .
Discontinuous Galerkin method
We shall now define the interior penalty discontinuous Galerkin (dG) method posed on essentially arbitrarily-shaped elements. A key attribute of the proposed method is the use of physical frame basis functions, i.e., the elemental bases consist of polynomials on the elements themselves, rather than mapped polynomials from a reference element. The implementation challenges arising from this non-standard choice with regard to construction of the resulting linear system will be discussed below.
3.1. The mesh. Let T = {K} be a subdivision of Ω into non-overlapping subsets (elements) K ∈ T with possibly curved Lipschitz boundaries and set h K := diam(K). The mesh skeleton Γ := ∪ K∈T ∂K is subdivided into the internal part Γ int := Γ\∂Ω and boundary part ∂Ω. We further explicitly assume that the (d − 1)-dimensional Hausdorff measure of Γ is globally finite, thereby, not allowing for fractal-shaped elements.
We note immediately that we allow mesh elements K ∈ T which are essentially arbitrarily-shaped and with very general interfaces with neighbouring elements. For instance, two elements may interface at a collection of mesh nodes and corresponding (possibly curved) faces, as those shown in Figure 3. 1. The precise assumptions on the admissible element shapes are given below. Figure 1 . Curved elements K, K , K for d = 2 with possibly many curved faces; • denotes a vertex.
•
tr are assumed to satisfy Assumption 3.1 (a) (left) and (b) (right); • denotes a vertex. i , x ∈ K Fi , and n(x) the respective unit outward normal vector to F i at x ∈ F i . We refer to Figure 2 (right) for an illustration for d = 2. When it is not clear from the context, we shall also include explicitly the element K in the notation of F i 's, writing F K i instead. Remark 3.2. Some remarks on the above (very mild) mesh assumption are in order:
are not required to coincide with the faces of the element K: each F i may be part of a face or may include one or more faces of K. Assumption 3.1 essentially states that the curvature of the collection of consecutive curved faces comprising F i cannot be arbitrarily large almost everywhere.
(ii) With some very mild loss of generality, we can make Assumption 3.1 (b) stronger by further postulating that: it is possible to fix the point x 0 i such that there exists a global constant c sh > 0, such that
this is the case, of course, for straight-faced polytopic elements, cf., [11] . We note carefully that (3.1) does not imply shape-regularity of the K Fi 's; in particular K Fi 's with 'small' F i compared to the remaining (straight) faces of K Fi are acceptable. Such anisotropic sub-elements K Fi 's may be necessary to ensure that each K Fi remains star-shaped when an element boundary's curvature is locally large (see, e.g., element K in Figure 2 ).
(iii) On certain geometrically extreme cases, satisfying Assumption 3.1 may require a small number of refinements of the elements K ∈ T of a given initial mesh.
3. An element K ∈ T is said to be p-coverable with respect to p ∈ N, if there exists a set of m K , possibly overlapping, shape-regular straightfaced simplices
for all j = 1, . . . , m K , where C as and c as are positive constants, independent of K and of T , with dist(K, ∂K j ) denoting the Haussdorff distance between K and ∂K j .
The motivation for the above definition is the following stability result for polynomials with respect to domain perturbation.
Lemma 3.4 ([17]
). Let κ be a shape-regular simplex in R d , d = 2, 3. Then, there exists C as > 0 constant, such that for all v ∈ P p (κ), with P p (κ) denoting the space of polynomials up to total degree p on κ, there exists a sub-simplex κ ⊂ κ, having the same shape as κ and faces parallel to the faces of κ, with dist(∂κ, ∂κ) ≥ C as diam(κ)/p 2 , such that
If K is p-coverable, there exists a covering made of simplices K j and respective sub-simplices K j , j = 1, . . . , m K , such that K j ⊂ K. For future reference, we also introduce the possibly curved sub-element K j ⊂ K obtained by extending K j as shown in Figure 4 . Moreover, we have
3.2. Discontinuous Galerkin method. We define the hp-version discontinuous finite element space S p T , subordinate to the mesh T = {K} and a polynomial degree vector p := {p K }, possibly different for each element K, by
For any elemental face F ⊂ Γ int , let K and K be the two elements such that F ⊂ ∂K ∩ ∂K . The outward unit normal vectors on F of ∂K and ∂K are denoted by n K and n K , respectively. For a function v : Ω → R that may be discontinuous across Γ, we define the jump v and the average {v} of v across F by
Similarly, for a vector valued function w, piecewise smooth on T , we define
When F ⊂ ∂Ω, we set {v} = v, v = vn and w = w · n with n denoting the outward unit normal to the boundary ∂Ω.
For any element K ∈ T , we define inflow and outflow parts of ∂K by
respectively, with n K (x) denoting the unit outward normal vector to ∂K at x ∈ ∂K. Further, we define the upwind jump of the (scalar-valued) function v across the inflow boundary
Finally, we define the broken gradient
The discontinuous Galerkin method on essentially arbitrarily-shaped elements (dG-EASE for short) reads:
where B ar (·, ·) accounts for the advection and reaction terms:
and B d (·, ·) corresponds to the diffusion part: (3.8) and (3.2) is the discontinuity-penalization parameter, whose precise definition, which depends on the diffusion tensor a and the discretization parameters, will be given below. We note that a 'good' choice of discontinuity penalization is instrumental for the stability of the method, while simultaneously not affecting the approximation properties in the general mesh setting considered herein.
For simplicity of presentation, we shall assume that the entries of the diffusion tensor a are element-wise constants on each element K ∈ T , i.e., by slightly modifying the bilinear form above as proposed originally in [18] and extended to polytopic meshes in [8] . In the following, √ a denotes the (positive semidefinite) square-root of the symmetric matrix a; further,ā K := | √ a| 2 2 | K , where | · | 2 denotes the matrix-2-norm.
Inverse and approximation estimates
A key challenge in the error analysis presented below is the availability of inverse estimation and approximation results with uniform constants with respect to the shape of the elements in a given mesh, depending, in particular, only on the constants in Assumption 3.1 and in Lemma 3.4. A trace type inverse estimate for elements with one curved face has been recently proven in [11] under Assumption 3.1 and (3.1). Here, we shall revisit and extend considerably this result for elements with arbitrary number of (small) consecutive curved faces. In particular, given the importance of the knowledge of a sharp constant in trace-inverse estimates for the stability of interior pernaly dG methods, we derive such an estimate with a constant given by an explicit, practically verifiable, geometric condition (cf. Lemma 4.1). Further, we shall prove an H 1 − L 2 -type inverse estimate for curved elements with arbitrary number of faces, extending respective results from [8] . The latter will be of use for the proof of an inf-sup condition, necessary for stability for advection-dominated problems only.
Lemma 4.1. Let element K ∈ T satisfy Assumption 3.1. Then, for each F i ⊂ ∂K, i = 1, . . . , n K , and for each v ∈ P p (K), we have the inverse estimate
. . , r, which are subordinate to the vertices possibly contained in F i ; r is large enough to accommodate this requirement. Further, we construct a partition of K Fi into (curved) sub-elements K • The Divergence Theorem implies
with n ω denoting the outward normal vector of a domain ω ⊂ R d and m i as in Assumption 3.1(b), upon observing that
). Now, denoting by |·| 2 the Euclidean distance in R d , the product rule and elementary estimates imply
The right-hand side of the above inequality converges to zero as |K 
for some = (r) > 0 such that → 0 as r → ∞. At the same time, a standard trace-inverse estimate on simplices, [28] , yields
Combining the above, we have that, for any δ > 0, there exists an r large enough such that
, as the first ratio on the first estimate tends to 1 as r → ∞ and, simultaneously, → 0; in the last inequality we used the bound |F 
for any δ > 0 when r is sufficiently large. Combining the above, we deduce
which, upon summation with respect to j = 1, . . . , r, gives
Taking, finally, r → ∞, allows for δ → 0 and the result follows. 
This is completely analogous to the familiar hp-version trace inverse estimate from the finite element literature. The last estimate has been proven for the simpler case of shape-regular simplices with one curved face per element in [11] in the context of elliptic interface problems.
we have the inverse inequality
with c as , c ∞ inv > 0 constants independent of v, p, and of F i , K. Proof. If K is not p-coverable, using (4.1), we simply have
.
A standard inverse estimate (see, e.g., [25, Theorem 4 .76]), together with (3.2) and (3.3) now imply
for some (universal) constant c ∞ inv > 0, independent of v, p, and K j . Combining the last two estimates gives
Taking the supremum over x 0 i ∈ K and then the minimum between (4.4) and (4.5) the result already follows.
The above result generalizes both [8, Lemma 11] and [11, Lemma 4.9] in a number of ways. In particular, elements with arbitrary number of curved faces are now admissible and an earlier hypothesis on uniform boundedness of n K across the mesh has now been removed by a more careful analysis. Note that, when K ∈ T is a polytopic element with straight faces, Lemma 4.4 collapses to [8, Lemma 11] 
). However, such optimization would be practically beneficial only for rather "exotic" element shapes as, in most cases, we can simply resort to (3.1). Of course, extremely general curved "exotic" element shapes must be used only when deemed beneficial for the particular problem at hand. In such cases, a basic geometric study for improving the constant (4.3) (and, therefore, as we shall see below, the dG-discontinuity penalization parameter, cf. Remark 5.3 below) may be in order. In any case, Lemma 4.4 is sharp for each given subdivision {F i } n K i=1 and directly generalises the inverse estimates in [8] .
Example 4.6. For d = 2, let K ∈ T be a circle of radius R. Then, we can select m to be the radial vector of the circle, yielding C INV (p, K, ∂K) = |K| |∂K|R = 1/2. Note that we are allowed to select F i = ∂K as Assumption 3.1 does not require K Fi to be convex. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first proof of a trace inverse estimate on a circle. Next, we present an H 1 − L 2 -inverse inequality in the current setting, generalizing known results on standard (see, e.g., [25, Theorem 4 .76]) and also polytopic elements [8] .
Lemma 4.7. Let K ∈ T be p-coverable. Then, for each v ∈ P p (K), the inverse estimate
holds with ρ ω denoting the radius of the largest inscribed circle of a domain ω ⊂ R d , andC .2), and q K the maximum number of mutually overlapping K j 's for the element K ∈ T .
Proof. For v ∈ P p (K), a standard inverse estimate and (3.3) implies, respectively,
Thus, we have
On the other hand, there exists an ∈ {1, . . . , m K }, such that
Further, using a standard inverse estimates (see, e.g., [25, Theorem 4 .76]) and (3.2), respectively, we deduce
The result already follows by combining (4.6) and (4.7).
The last result not only generalizes the respective inverse estimate presented in [6, Lemma 4.13] (cf. also [8, Lemma 14] ) from the case of polytopic elements to general curved elements, but also it constitutes an extension of [6, Lemma 4.13] for the case of straight-faced polytopic elements. In particular, Lemma 4.7 assumes shaperegularity of the covering but no shape-regularity of the element K ∈ T . Moreover, Lemma 4.7 is applicable to a far greater family of polytopic element shapes compared to [6, Lemma 4.13]: given the minimum in the constantC INV (p, K), p-coverability is not required anymore to be achieved for a uniformly bounded cardinality m K across the mesh. We also note that the above result also generalizes the respective inverse estimate for harmonic polynomials on polytopic meshes with arbitrary number of degenerating faces presented in [14, Lemma 5.3] . Figure 6 . Example 4.9. Circular K ∈ T , and respective section K j of angle θ = 2π/m K , along with covering K j .
Note that Assumption 3.1 is not featured in Lemma 4.7.
Remark 4.8. In all cases of 'practical' shapes of K ∈ T we expect that the minimum inC INV (p, K) is attained by the first term. We envisage that the second term may be useful in severely multiscale element shapes K ∈ T (e.g., fractal-like ones) whereby p-coverability is attained by increasingly overlapping K j 's, yet comparable to K, i.e., when q K ∼ p 2d . Although such cases may often turn out to be of academic interest, in the interest of generality, we retain this term inC INV (p, K). Example 4.9. We revisit for d = 2, the circular element K ∈ T with radius R, which we subdivide into m K equal radial sectors, denoted by K j , j = 1, . . . , m K . For K to be p-coverable with respect to the smallest simplices K j ⊃ K j containing K j , m K has to be linked to p. Moreover, we observe that c as in Definition 3.3 will be proportional to m K . In particular, for high p, elementary geometry shows that for p-coverability we need m K ∼ πp/2 when p is sufficiently large, and we also have ρ Kj ∼ R π m K . Therefore, since q K = 1 in this case,C INV (p, K) ∼ p 2 /4. Note that m K need not be uniformly bounded across the mesh, as is the case for the respective inverse estimate for polytopic meshes in [8] .
Hence, using Lemma 4.7, we arrive at a stronger dependence on p for the H 1 −L 2 -type inverse inequality than for the case of standard element shapes. We are not aware of any hp-version H 1 − L 2 -inverse estimates for arbitrary polynomials of degree p defined on domains of this generality in the literature. Therefore, it is not clear whether the above inverse estimate for the circular domain is sharp with respect to p. Figure 7 . Denoting by r the length of each of the (equal length) n small faces and with h K its diameter, we consider the case r h K . If r < h K /p 2 , we can cover K by one triangle; the smallest simplex containing
Hence, when the two geometric scales h K and r are significantly different, K is essentially a simplex in this context.
On the other hand, for p large enough and fixed r and n, we have r > h K /p 2 and, hence, we cannot cover K as before. Instead, we consider a family of n nonoverlapping simplices K j ⊂ K, each defined by one 'small' face of length r and the vertex x 0 . Then, we have c as = n −1 in Definition 3.3 and ρ Kj ∼ h K /n. Since
. This is reasonable, as sufficiently high polynomial degree p basis functions can resolve the scale of the 'sawtooth' face ensemble.
We now turn to hp-version polynomial approximation bounds over general domains. The setting here remains essentially unchanged compared to the case of just polytopic elements presented in [9, 8] . More specifically, under a mild set of covering assumptions and upon postulating the existence of so-called function space domain extension operators, we are able to apply hp-version best approximation results in various seminorms. Definition 4.11. Given a mesh T , we define a covering T = {K} of T to be a set of open shape-regular d-simplices K, such that for each K ∈ T , there exists a K ∈ T with K ⊂ K. For a given T , we setΩ := ∪ K∈T K to be the covering domain. Figure 8 we show a single two-dimensional curved element K ∈ T , along with a covering simplex K ∈ T with K ⊂ K. Assumption 4.12. For a given mesh T , we postulate the existence of a covering T , and of a (global) constant O Ω ∈ N, independent of the mesh parameters, such that
For illustration, in
For such T , we further assume that h K := diam(K) ≤ C diam h K , for all pairs K ∈ T , K ∈ T , with K ⊂ K, for a (global) constant C diam > 0, uniformly with respect to the mesh size h K .
Remark 4.13. Assumption 4.12 ensures the shape-regularity of the mesh covering T only. Shape-regularity of the mesh T in not assumed. We refer to Figure 3 .6 in [8] for an example on how these two concepts may differ considerably.
The validity of Assumption 4.12 allows for the application of known/classical hp-version approximation estimates on simplicial elements, e.g., from [1, 2, 25] , on each K and, subsequently restrict the error over K ⊂ K. However, it requires to extend the exact solution u into Ω in a stable fashion. To that end, we shall use the following classical result.
Theorem 4.14 ([26]).
Let Ω be a domain with a Lipschitz boundary. Then there exists a linear extension operator E :
, where C E is a positive constant depending only on s and on Ω.
Subsequent refinements of the dependence of the constant C E on the domain shape in Theorem 4.14, have been presented for instance in [24, 12] . The above is sufficient to derive best approximation bounds in Lebesgue and Sobolev (semi)norms over individual, essentially arbitrarily-shaped, elements. For the estimation of the best approximation error on the mesh skeleton Γ int ∪ ∂Ω, we require a trace estimate on curved domains. This is the content of the following result, which is an extension of [11, Lemma 4 .1] to the present context. Lemma 4.15. Let K ∈ T satisfy Assumption 3.1. Then, for all ζ > 0, we have the estimate
Proof. The Divergence Theorem and the fact that
from which the result already follows.
Remark 4.16. Summing over i = 1, . . . , n K and further assuming (3.1), as well as that h K F i ∼ h K , (4.8) gives the classical trace estimate
We now have all the ingredients to assert the validity of the following hpapproximation error bounds. Lemma 4.17. Let K ∈ T satisfy Assumptions 3.1 and 4.12, and let K ∈ T be the corresponding simplex with K ⊂ K as per Definition 4.11. Suppose that v ∈ L 2 (Ω) is such that Ev| K ∈ H l K (K), for some l K ≥ 0, and that Assumption 4.12 is satisfied. Then, there exists an operator π p :
s K = min{p + 1, l K }, and C 1 , C 2 > 0 constants depending only on the shaperegularity of K, q, l K , on C diam (from Assumption 4.12) and on the domain Ω.
Proof. Let Π p : H l (K) → P p (K) be a known optimal hp-version approximation operator on simplices, see, e.g., [1, 2, 25] . We define π p :
To prove (4.9), we begin by observing that
Thus, Assumption 4.12 and standard hp-approximation estimates on simplices (e.g. [1, 2, 25] yield the desired bound; we refer to the proof of [8, Lemma 3.7] for a similar argument for polytopic elements.
To prove (4.10), we begin by using the trace inequality (4.8) with ζ = p:
On the other hand, we observe that
. Hence, employing a classical hp-approximation estimate for the maximum norm error from [1, 2] , (cf. also [8, Lemma 20] we arrive at
The result follows by taking the minimum between the bound in (4.11) and the bound in (4.12).
Remark 4.18. In the typical case whereby h d K ∼ |K|, we note the correspondence between C(p, K, F i ) from Lemma 4.4 and C ap (p, K, F i ) in the last result. The key attribute of both expressions is that they remain bounded for degenerating |F i |, allowing for the estimates (4.2) and (4.10) to remain finite as |F i | → 0. 
A priori error analysis
We are now ready to derive a priori error bounds for sufficiently smooth exact solutions, thereby generalizing the respective results presented in [8] for the case of polytopic meshes. Since the line of argument is a combination of the proof of the respective results on polytopic meshes presented in detail in [8] , we shall only be discussing the differences arising by the present dG-EASE setting.
A crucial ingredient of the analysis for the proof of stability of the dG-EASE method is the precise definition of the discontinuity-penalization function σ appearing in the method (3.6). It is important to define σ sufficiently large for stability, while at the same time not substantially larger than what is required, as it could potentially cause loss of accuracy and/or conditioning issues.
The dG norm for which we seek to prove a priori error bounds is given by
with c 0 given in (2.6), and | v|
Γint∪∂ΩD . Definition 5.1. For a mesh T , we define the set F int of interfaces F ⊂ Γ int by
correspondingly, we set F D := {F ⊂ ∂Ω D : there exists K ∈ T with F = ∂K ∩ ∂Ω D }. For notational compactness, we also define F int,D := F int ∪ F D . Note that F may comprise of one or more faces of K, K . Moreover, each interface F may be contained in one or more F i 's of the elements K, K as per Assumption 3.1. Thus, there exists a subset {F
For technical reasons (cf. [8] and the references therein), we shall make use of the following extensionsB d : (
T ) → R of the bilinear and linear forms (3.8) and (3.2): (w, v) . Next, we discuss the coercivity and continuity ofB d . Lemma 5.2. Let (3.9) hold and consider a mesh T satisfying Assumption 3.1. Define the discontinuity-penalization function σ : Γ int ∪ ∂Ω D → R to be constant on every interface F ∈ F int,D , F = ∂K ∩ ∂K , with
, and |I K F | is the cardinality of the index set I K F as per Definition 5.1; when F ∈ F D we set K = K . Then, we have
The idea of proof is standard and makes use of the trace inverse estimate developed above. The novel attribute here is the choice of σ which requires some care since the star-shapedness of each interface F may correspond to different boundary segments F i in either side of the interface. To that end, for w ∈ H 1 (Ω) + S p T , we haveB
Next, for any λ ∈ R + , we have
Therefore, Lemma 4.4 and the stability of the orthogonal L 2 -projection, respectively, give
Coercivity already follows by setting λ = σ/2. The proof of continuity is standard and, therefore, omitted for brevity.
Remark 5.3. The stability of the dG-EASE method is guaranteed under extremely general mesh assumptions thanks to the judicious choice of the penalization parameter (5.1). As discussed also in Remark 4.5, the latter ultimately depends on the choice of subdivisions
of ∂K appearing in Assumption 3.1. Of course, whenever possible, by simply following the recipe in Remark 3.2(ii), we can easily arrive at a practical value of the penalization parameter for general curved elements. Let u ∈ H 1 (Ω) be the exact solution to (2.1), (2.5) with b = 0 and c = 0. Assume
T , with p K ≥ 1, K ∈ T , be the solution of (3.6), with σ as in (5.1). Then, we have
where C is a positive constant, which depends on the shape-regularity of T , but is independent of the discretization parameters.
Proof. The proof follows completely analogously along the lines of the respective proof presented in [8, Section 4.2] and is, therefore, omitted here for brevity of the exposition.
We note that the above proof can be immediately extended to the case of b = 0 and c = 0 with the resulting error bound constant depending on the ratio b / a . For the error analysis for the case of degenerate and/or hyperbolic problems, we shall additionally assume for simplicity that b · ∇ξ ∈ S p T , for all ξ ∈ S p T ; we note that this is a standard assumption in this context, cf. [20] and also [8, Chapter 5] . The assumption b · ∇ξ ∈ S p T , ξ ∈ S p T can be further relaxed at the expense of an additional mild suboptimality with respect to the polynomial degree p; see Remark 5.8 below for details. 
where the discontinuity-penalization function σ is given by (5.1), with
, , and then to set Λ s = C * /C * , for some C * , C * > 0 constants independent of the discertization parameters.
For (5.5), using Lemma 4.7 and the definition of λ K , we have
s . Then, by employing (4.2) and invoking again the definition of λ K , we have
Similarly, from Lemma 4.7, the streamline-diffusion term can be bounded as:
To bound the two terms in | w s | d , we use Lemma 4.7 and
Finally, we employ the trace inverse inequality (4.2) and
Combining the above bounds, we have | w s | s ≤C| w| s , withC = √ C 1 + · · · + C 5 . Triangle inequality now gives (5.5), as required.
For (5.6), we have B(w, v) = B(w, w) + αB(w, w s ), so we focus on bounding B(w, w s ). To that end, by Lemma 4.7 and (2.6), standard estimations yield
Next, using the trace inverse inequality, together with the last two bounds, we have
and C is a positive constant, which depends on the shape-regularity of T , but is independent of the discretization parameters.
Proof. The proof follows on very similar lines to the respective one for polytopic meshes and can be found in [8, Section 5.2]. 6.1. Example 1: convergence study. We set a = I 2×2 and = 0.01, I 2×2 denoting the 2 × 2-identity matrix, b = (1 − y, 1 − x) , c = 2 and f so that u(x, y) = sin(πx) sin(πy) in (2.1) for d = 2, on a domain Ω ≈ (0, 1) 2 enclosed by a piecewise curved sinusoidal boundary; we refer to Figure 9 for an illustration. We impose non-homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions on ∂Ω.
The mesh is constructed as follows. An initial boundary sinusoidal mesh is subdivided into a very fine background subdivision consisting of approximately 500K sub-elements. The latter is, in turn, agglomerated into 30, 132, 555, 2151, 8337 curved/polygonal elements respectively using a standard mesh partitioning software. The parameters chosen in the partitioning software have been selected to yield a high-frequency 'sinusoidal' vertical boundary for many of the agglomerated elements. We refer to Figure 9 for an illustration of the resulting meshes with 30 and 132 agglomerated elements.
In Figure 10 , the convergence history for p = 1, 2, 3, 4 for the errors u − u h L2(Ω) and | u − u h | against the square root of numerical degrees of freedom is presented for the aforementioned agglomerated meshes with 30, 132, 555, 2151, 8337 elements. Here, we clearly observe that, for each fixed p, the dG-and L 2 (Ω)-norm errors converge to zero at the optimal rates O(h p+1 ) and O(h p ), respectively, as the mesh size h tends to zero. Additionally, in Figure 11 , we also investigate the convergence history of the dG-EASE solution under p-refinement, using the mesh with 132 highly-oscillatory agglomerated elements shown in Figure 9 (right plot). Here, we observe exponential convergence of both norm errors against the square root of the number of degrees of freedom. 6.2. Example 2: stability study. With this second example we assess the stability of the dG-EASE approach for convection-diffusion problems in the presence of unresolved low-dimensional sharp solution features. To this end, for d = 2, we set a = I 2×2 and = 10 −4 , b = (1, 1) , c = 0 and f = 1 in (2.1). We solve this problem on a variant of the domain Ω from Example 1 above, in which circular internal pieces of the domain of various radii have been removed; we refer to Figure 12(left plot) for an illustration of the domain subdivided into 531 essentially arbitrarily-shaped elements using a completely analogous construction to that used to obtain the meshes in Example 1. We close the problem by prescribing homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions on ∂Ω (i.e., including the internal boundaries of the holes). Therefore, we expect strong exponential boundary layers on the top (Ω) Figure 11 . Example 1. Convergence history for p = 1, 2, . . . , 7 in the | ·| and · L2(Ω) against the square root of numerical degrees of freedom for the agglomerated mesh with 132 elements shown in Figure 9 (right plot).
and right portions of the curved boundary, as well as variable intensity layers at the outflow portions of the internal hole boundaries. In Figure 12 (right plot), we plot the dG-EASE solution on the same mesh consisting of 531 elements for p = 1. This mesh is not fine enough to resolve the singularly perturbed behaviour in the vicinity of the outflow portions of the boundary. Nevertheless, the dG-EASE method provides a stable discretization with very localized, expected, oscillatory behaviour at the vicinity of the outflow boundary. The stable behaviour of dG-EASE with respect to the size of the Péclet number P e := b / is expected due to the upwind flux used in B ar (·, ·); nonetheless, to the best of our knowledge, its performance in the context of elements with such geometrical shape generality has not been tested before in the literature. To highlight the behaviour under mesh refinement for this problem, whose exact solution is unknown, we further show in Figure 13 the dG-EASE solution, obtained with meshes comprising 129 and 2048 linear elements. We note that, in all cases, the mesh is not sufficiently fine to resolve the exponential boundary layer behaviour, while the finer mesh with 2048 linear elements sufficiently resolves the parabolic layers initiated at the holes. 
